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FOREWORD 

ON THE ASSUMPTION tha+ nobody reads a foreword anyway^ 

djid +hat car+dinly nobody wan■^s +o wrife one, i+ would seejti logical 

fo omit this literary stepohlld altogetherH But the present hand¬ 

book, being a cofleotion of articles by various authorities with 

widely difFanng view5, seems also to need a few coordinating 

reioarks at the outsetc not to mention the fact that some justification 

ought to be put forward for a pubifcation which duplicates in 

part the many scholarly treatfsas on techniques mentioned in the 

bibliography* 

On January 31, f 936, to s-tart at the beginning, the Brooklyn 

Museum opened art exhibition of contemporary materials and tech¬ 

niques ift the fine arts. This was designed to answer two very com¬ 

mon questions, first, how are worb of art made, and second, to 

what extent do the naw materials and the technique of the artist 

determine the form, of the finished piece? There had been many 

exhibitions of methods and processei before, parficuiarly in fhe 

graphic arts, but none that f know of, which covered ail branches 

In a concise and comprehensive manrter. The same reason lies 

behind the publicatiort of this handbook, which was prepared in 

con[Mnct[on with fhe above exhibition and draws many of i+s ilius- 
trations from mate riel shown at that time. 

1 hope that the first question, how works of art are made^ has 
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bsen clearly answered in theia page^, and that no on& still beli&ves 

that the arf-i&t creates in vacua with no thought for his medfum or 

the methods of trotting it* which are af his disposal. Tha+ is a pretty 

thoroughly exploded romantic myth in any caso, a WEndmill hardfy 

worth tilting at. 

The question of the Influence of raw material and techniqua on 

the finished wori of art Is more cornpleic and much more irteresting. 

The modern trend, as most of the following articles show, Is towards 

an esthetics based on functionalism. Contemporary architecture 

strives to express both the nature of the structural materials and the 

human uses for which the buirdlng Is designed. The woodcut utilises 

angular forms based on the technique of cutting the blocks. Stone 

sculpture preserves portions of the untouched roofe from which the 

finished piece was carved and shows intentionally the marks of the 

chisel, the point and the bush hammer* Bronze sculpture is worked 

out in terms of smooth, metallic surfaces, often highly pofished. So 

one might go on through most of the branches In contemporary art. 

This present day tendency Is a revolt from the romantic values 

which dominated art from the XVfIth through the XlXth centuriesr 

There was, of course, no lack of skilled technique during this period, 

but It vras employed primarily to craete pictorial values in all the 

arts regardless of the nature of the medium. Painting was the domi¬ 

nant forcet it set the pace while stone scufpturer bronze, architec¬ 

ture and the rest aped its effects as closely as possible* The result* 

of coLirs.e, was an almost total divorce between materiaf, technique 

and style, except In the case of painting* 

But w^h the contemporary reaction — the return to functlo-nal 

design —-the materials and techniques of the artist have played an 

increasingly importarit part In determining the form which his fin¬ 

ished Work will fake. If follows, therefore, that to understand fully 

the nature of this new art, It Is necessary to know something of 
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th^se raw rnafenala which the artfat uics. and of th# proc^^se^ by 

which he bnngs out ihesr jnhercn+ qualifies. It h brgdy for this 

purpoae that the prai^nt handbook was published^ ncrf mcrdy to 

answer the question of how art is made, but also to indicate, at 

least the why.and the what of If. 

Finally, the Museum makes grateful acknowledgment to the many 

artists, galleries, museums, private individuals, and commercial firms 

whose loans of material rnade the exhibition possible and provided 

the illustrative material for this publscation. The list is too long to 

be given herOr but special acfcnowledgmant is due to those who 

wrote the following artides and to the Encydopaedia Britanmca for 

its kind permission to reprint the article on ^ronie Sculpture, 

JOHN i. H. BAUR 
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PAINTING 

By Shetdon Keck 

Bretfkryn Mii±euin 

OfL • In his life of Anfonello da Mesiitia^ Sforgio Vajari'* tells 

tis fhat of! pa inti n9 was inven+ed by Giovanni da Bruggia (Jarii Van 

Eyclt), a Fiajntsh painter of the early XVth Century» On the strength 

of VasarrB statement, the origin of oil painting has for cerrfuriei 

been attributed to Jan Van Eyck and has brother Hubert. 

recent times this^ tradition has been successfully ratuted- 

Laurie, Ckunchr bastlake and other scholars have published old 

reeeiptSi and Gathodral records from Englandr France, Germany 

and Fiandors. These writings offer oviderrce which places the begin¬ 

nings of oil painting several hundred years earlier than the time 

of Jan Van Eyck. The use of finseod olf as a medfum is nrentioned 

in the Xlth Cenfury treatise of Theophllus as welE as in the fater 

treatises of Eraclius and CennTni. 

Although the Van Eyct brothers are no longer credited with the 

invention of painting in olf, th&re is no question that it was they who 

brought it to perfection. The extraordinary success with which 

they painted in oil was instnumental m causing this mediuim to super¬ 

sede the older rnediumf of tempera and ffesco. During the five 

canturfes which have passed since their time, ell painting has not 

^Giorela VjssflH tl5M-]514)z of tJw Most Emin^nf Painter^, ^ulptora 
end ArchPt-KT^" " 
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only become incrsasmgly popular emong peiirters bu+ has also 

ijn<Jergone many changes in handling and in use+ 

Pa-int consists of a dry pigrnent, ground In an apprapriai& liquid 

vehicle or medium. The pigment gives body (thickness) and color, 

while the medium carries the pigment In suspension and on drying, 

acts as a binder. In oil pamtlng, the medium used is called a drying 

oili Drying oils such as linseed oil, walnut oil or poppy oil, oKidiie 

on contact with air to form a tough, flexible film. 

"Under certain circumstances/* writes Church* "it (the drying 

oilj absorbs oxygen to the extent of thirtaan or even fourteen per¬ 

cent of its weighty becoming converted info a mixturo of substances 

forwhjch it is convemenf to retain the old name of linoxine. Unoxine 

h solid and not liquid: it is far less soluble than linseed oil in any 

solvent, and in many liquids insofubfe^** 

This process of oxidatian of the drying oil is much less rapid than 

the drying^ by evaporation, of moisture in watarcclor painting. An 

oil painting may be dry to the touch in twenty-four hours but the 

oxidation process continues for severe! yearsF 

Linseed cif, the first drying oil used by painters, ]$ extracted from 

the se&d of cultivated flaxi If is obtained for use In painting either 

by pressing fhe heated seed or by tha appEicetion of pressure on 

the Cold seed^ The resulting oil in the fatter method is preferable 

for artistic use as it is much clearer and more fluid. Preying the 

heafed seeds yields a larger amount of oil but the oil contains more 

Impurities In the form of muciJaginous matter. Both cofd and hot 

pressed off may be further purified by filtration, washing with salt 

and wate^^ by chemical treatment or hy alfowTrig +fie oil to starid. 

Drteri or siccative substances are often added to linseed oil to 

increase Its rate of hardening. Tkase substances—lead, man- 

* A. H. Churciij "TPw ChemJatiy PaiotB find PiintinHi” 
Lorsdcn^ 1901. 

Eeer*y ^ Co., Ltd., 
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ganefie^ cobalf compounds or r«inoiiB mist+ures-— are dangeroirs -fo 

fhe perrrtahenca of the pain+ing unJess used sp^ringfy. 

Nut Dll, obtaii^ad from th& common wfll^Lst^ followed llnsa&d off 

(p eady LiSie as a paint medium, Leonardo da Vinci in kfs treatise 

on painting, recommends it as a varnbh medium. Cold pressed nut 

oTf 15 very pale in color. 

Poppy oil was introduced jnto painting after linseed and nut oil| 

In tka beginning of the XYlEth Century- 1+ Is a pale, sW drying 

oik obtained from the seed of the opium poppy^ Because o-f Hs 

slow drying character, tube colors are often: ground In it to allow 

longer perfods of storage than llnsaed oik vvhlch will otlen harden 

in the tube. 

The pigment which is ground In the oil may he of organic or 

inorganic orlglm The earliest pigments had their origin in the dif¬ 

ferent colored earths and minerals [Inorganic) and in dyes extracted 

from plants {organic}. Such colors as natural vermlliDn* yellow 

ochre, terre verte, malachite green, axurite blue, ultramarine an-d 

Venetian red are found In their native state an the earth and need 

only grinding to be used in painting. Most of these na+uraf mineral 

pigments are extremely permanent and are used by the painters of 

today as much as they were used by the painters of ancient Egypt, 

China, Greece and Rome. 

The advances of science in the XIXtb and XXth Cenfurfes added 

considerably to the painter's palette- Most of the aniline colors 

derived from coal tar are too fugltlvo for the painter's use and 

should be avoided. Alliarin, however, though also a coal tar prod¬ 

uct, is more permanent fhan its historic counterpart—the fugitive 

madder lake, derived from the root of the Europaan madder plan-f. 

The chemist has added such inorganic and permanent pigments as 

the cadmium reds, oranges and ye flows ^ oxide of chromiunn greenSf 
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artificiaJ ulfr^nnarln-e, iTnc whit#, cobaf+ bfues and yellows and j\nc 

"The objecfion of many painters to the yse of any cherriLcally 

mariufectured pigments, which arises from fhe belief that aft un¬ 

pleasant changes In pictures are to be ascribed to thenn^ is unwar¬ 

ranted. On the contrary, these pigments can always be reproduced 

to possess the same cfuatity and purity, whereas the much praised 

earth cofors such as ochre^ are often impure and varying in the 

composition, as are Incidentally all natural products. It is often 

heard said among artists that the old masters had no ‘chemical' 

pigments, and for that reason their pictures are so well preserved. 

This, however, Is a misconception, for the old masters had white 

lead, Napfes yellow, vermilion, copper and sufphur colors^ etc. Ihfl 

reason for the greater permanency of many of the older pictures 

lies in the fact that they were built up in a correct and craftsman- 

lifts manner." * 

The painter of the past ground his pigments In the medium to 

suit his own taste and consequentfy knew the quality of the Ingredi¬ 

ents he used» Today fhe painter buys his colors already ground and 

In tubes. The more progressive manufacturers label the entire 

ingredients of each tube* 

In easal painting, oil paint Is placed on a support which must for 

convenience be light, durable and easily transportable. Although 

in the past various materials have been used, ths most generally 

accepted Is canvas of linen, hemp, cotton or Jute, stretched on a 

wooden frameworft. The weave of the canvas Is sometimea Impor¬ 

tant to the painter In producing an effect. The material may be 

obtained in various weights, from * smooth closaly-woven canvas to 

one of coarse, heavy grain. Cotton canvas tends to stretch after 

Dewmerr '^Th* WatTriafE of Ihe Ar+r±f: and Their U$c in Paintanff 
Ijfed by Eugtn Nfluheus; Har^Ejurt^ Braes & Cti., H^w York, 153^. 

trans- 
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CONTENT OF THREE MIXED PArWTS 

Thff pliei-ij ^Nowe tke -and lins-o-od eil csFifeirf tEiroe pflfnf^p 
cadmiiim yffilow, smc whit* nn J burnf aiana. 

pflinilng. Lm&n does riod" and has fhe reputadlort for befng m&ra 

durably, but durability depends on atmospheric and other con- 

diffons. Hemp and ju+e hav* a coarse open weave and fake a 

heavy ground, but are su^fable for large paintings where the coarse 

texture does not interfere with the effect intended. OU paintings 

have been made an panels of woodi on sheets of me+al, and slabs 

of stone ~ LisuaJly Silate,; but limited m sfie and by exceisfva weight 

these supports are neither popular nor practical, Howeveri icme 

of the modsrn wall boards and plastic materials are coitilrrg more 

and more into favor as strong, fight supports for painting In oil* 

The support of linen or board must be prepared for parntfngp 

Since acidfty in linseed oil rots finen and also because of the poroi-- 
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BRUSHES and PALHTE KNtfE 

Hies* ar& file peSntori' fpelt fo/- th« epplieefton ijf gil peinK 

ily of the material f+ t* necessary to (Jreis the canvas wT+h soine 

fniulatfrg rnatsrial. This dressing merely coniisfs of a +hTn coafjng 

of slie fgelaftr, gfue or casein}. In order to give fhe painter the 

surface tejfture and ground color upon which he wishes to wort, the 

linen may bo further prepared by being primed with a filler. This 

priming does two things; it tends to hide the weave and it gives it 

greater body at the same tinne. Some painters prefer to wort 

directly on the dressed canvas, feeling that further priming in- 

creases the danger of cracking in the picture, 

Wore commonly, the ilied linen is covered with a priming con¬ 

taining siie and a tilfer of finely ground chalk, gypsum or line white. 

The Italian masters made their priming of gssso. a mljcture of whit¬ 

ing or plaster of Paris and slie. Later they Introduced red and 
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SUGAR SPHINX Ey S.Nador D*li 

Thm pmpflFie aE[aw$ -I-Iib jnfroductjori of micTTOic-oplc ddfaFl, 

Colfpcfion of Mrs. Joiaph J. O'Donohue I FI 

brown cUys info fha mMllre ground colors on which to painf. 

CJoener's chafk ground of equai parts gypsum, iinc whi+e and a glua 

solutfon of 70:lDDO parts gfua and water, gives a very white rather 

absorbent ground. Lass absorbent grounds are made by the addi¬ 

tion of linseed oil or varnish. 

The prepared oenvaies sold at arfists' supply stores usually con- ' 

tain oif or chalt grounds, fo which honey, gfycerine, castor ollr 
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DRESSING ROOM By WaH Kuhn 

Tha paini li appljad in a v*ry ■i'I'in iifwipaiJn 1n th-n da-rks- Tlia- whl+ot thow -6 
parHal Joadin^ paFnt. Gronlclyn Wujftum Ciillflttion 

lyrup or pldsticiz*ir U addsd +0 keap +he pliflbla and 

easily rotled* T>ie addifion dr such itiaterlals offen causes discolora- 

lion and a+trada bacferia and mould growths- 

The technique of applying the paint to the canvas is personal to 

the painter* He has tor hfs toois brushes ot various siies, shapes 

and degrees ot itiffnessr end the palette knife- By means ot these, 

he may apply the paint to the best advantage tor the result he 
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Ey eEq.i-gia O'KeaJfa 

An grarfafifln cf tone Ti obtained by a smooth applicaiion of the paTrri. 

ttfoofelyn M ule urn CaNec+fOn 

requires^ H6 has for hi$ use such dlluonts as ’furpenfins and 

benzine or. If he pref^nrs, he may acfd jTiore oil fo fhin ouY his sflffly 

ground pa inis. Wiffi a soft brush of sable hair and paint thinned 

wj+h turpenfiie an arfist may achieve a very smooth, wasWike 

effect similar tO' that attained m watercolora The depth of the paint 

film Is termed impaste and may be thln^ heayy^ uneven or ev5fl+ 

Salvador Dafi'^s ''Sugar Sphihx*^' show's an extremefy thin and even 
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sppliMtton of paini vf^^h no bniih work appar^nK If h possible by 

fhis ftiofhod +0 inf reduce in a pJcfure greaf detail and a high degree 

of finish. Such, however, Is not necessarily the end in view In a 

pamfing of fhm Impasfo, 

Waif Kuhn's ''Dressing Room" 119usfrates a use of low impasto 

quife differenf fretti that of Oalfp Kuhn's handling In this painting 

ranges from a thin wash of diluted paint in his blacks and greys to a 

parfrai loading of his whites. The fexfura of the primed linen Is 

apparent everywhere except in the white. 

The amount of diluenf used controls to a large extent the thick¬ 

ness of the paint. With this control and the personal imathod of 

application, It is possible to obtain a wide gamut of purely textural 

effects running from low to very high impasto- 

Georgia 0'Keefe''s "Pansy" shows a very even application of 

paint on a finely woven canvasr the texture of which is difficult to 

see. This smooth method allows for fine gradations of color Inti¬ 

mately mlxed^ The direct painting of George Bellows' "Sand 

Cart,*' in fhe Brooklyn Museum CoHection, shows the use of a bristle 

brush with a medium Impasto. The texture is much less avon than 

that of the O'Keeter but Bellows has the advantage of putting 

down directly what he views without reworking or smoothing Kis 

painting. HU work Is similar in this technique to that of the 

Impressionists, 

"The Man in White/' by Cecilia also painted directly and 

with great bravura, shows a long sure stroke with lo-adad brush, 

usually following fhe contours of the form. 

Segomac uses a heavy, uneven impasto in his "Still Life in Gar- 

den+“ A comparison of the surface qualities of fhe Dali and 

Segonzac Indicates the wide range of textures possible to the 

painter. 

The use of the palette knife for painting U often considered a 
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STILL LSFE In garden By Andr* ds SigAnEflc 

A ha^vy inip4$^g gWa^ $urfata \a the pajitt fllrriL 

C*llatl^pri Mr. Frank Crownimihleld 

tedinical tour de force. The paint is applied directly from fhs 

palette to the canvas by means of the knife. The colors mayh of 

coiii'se, be mixad on the palette to obtain the tons required. 

*“Fermep Bearnaise," by Jcsselin Bodley, shows the use of a palethe 

Icnife throughout* In this painting one may see a very thin impasto 

showing the texture of the canvas whare the palette Itnife was used 

to scrape off an excess of paint, (n some portions, loading of the 

paint with a rough texture resulting^ can be noticed, while In other 
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FERINE, &EARNAISF JoueNn B[^dEay 

TtiT« pcpnfing If r^^dArad wUh Hi# palaH# kiilf#, 

GrAAldyn KfuitJin ColEvctl^n 

porHons 4 v&ry smoo+h surface is obtained wifti fhe tlaf side of the f 

tnife. The method of applyirtg paint with a palette knife Is quite 

different in appearance from brush worL If is often used in con- 

junction with the brush In the same painting, as. In Segoniac's "Still 

Life in Garden," where the effect of contrast In handling is desired, ^ 

Purely fexfural results are nof the chief technicaf aim of the 

20 
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PALACE OF THE DOGE, VEMICE iy Cl*yd* 

individual of purt caJcr incnt^fe tht fretiindsf ^nd I if mi n (nfty of the 
pflruting.. Broo-klyn MutQujil CDlldctifjn 

paintsr in his applica+ion of parnt. He is interested m color and 

tone relations as an aid in producing fiis remit. The Impressionists 

in the XIXth Century influenced by the studies of color ^clenti^ts 

and theorists, adop+od a method of color division In paint]irg- 

Instead of mijfing their paints, they laid them on In thin strokes of 

pure color. At a di^ance, producing optical fusion, these t+roke^ 

blended to effect the fresh, vibrant appearance of daylight. When 

two brilEiartt colors are mixed^ the resulting third color is always less 

intense than either of the originals; on the other hand, wheji the 

same two colors are juxtaposed in thin strokes, the third color 

formed by their optical fusion is purer and more luminous than 

could otherwise be obtained. 
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‘ Ttie Palace of the Dog&p Von tee" U a repfe?snta+ive example of 

this fechrique by If? ^teat Claude Mojiet. In +hiB 

painting the juxtapositEon of single brush s+rokes of different colors 

may be seen clearly* Thera is also a slight mlrang of the colors 

themselves on the canvas where the strolces run into each other. 

ThTi rather unsystematic type of broken color was succeeded by the 

methodical wort of the Nao-Impresslonists^ Monet s application of 

brush strokes in the direction of the plane and h»s attempts to 

reproduce the teictilre of nmaterial were entirely dropped^ Instead 

appeared minute* equal dots, regular and unloadedk This method 

was known as PoEntillism* hleo-impressionists such as Paul Signac 

and Georges Seurat carried chromatic principles to this logical 

conclusion* 

The technique of Indirect Painting, which combines undarpalnt- 

Tngr gleiing and scumbling, was used with success by the great 

Venetian masters of the Renaissance. It Is also used by some ot 

our preserrt day painters. A glaie takes the form of a thin trans¬ 

parent film of color superimposed on another color to modify the 

tone or to enhance rts effect. The undertone appears through the 

glaae which is often darter than the color upon which It is laid* 

Scumbling, on the other hand, is usually achieved by going over the 

wort with a stiff brush containing very li+He paint, the tone of 

which IS opaque and often produced by admixture with white. The 

brush is drawn somewhat loosely over the previous painting, which 

must be dry and firm. 

There are many variations in the use of glazing and scumbling, 

but the older method as used by Titian, Tintoretto, Veronese, and 

the Venetians! consisted of an underpalntlng m monochrome which 

gave the entire modeling of the form, over which the local colors 

ware glazed In thin trans;parent washes of paint In an oil or varnish 

medium. Scumbling was often used in conjunction to soften tones 
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Shopper {DetatlJ Sy Kenneth Heyei MNIflr 

Til is- pt-ctu/e t* pAtnTfrd \fl Indirect msfliQd o-t undefpeinttn^p end 

jcumbirrg. Courtaiy of Hie Whrtney Kfuftum of AmeTJcafi AiT 

and add greater atmospheric depth to the painting. The indfnact 

method as ysed today, Is well iHustfated in the "Shopper” by 

Keinath Hayes Miller- The underpaintlig it fendared in mono-* 

chrome — probably 4 nnixture cf red, black aid white. When the 

moncchrome cider painting 15 dry, the local color iis overlard in a 

series of glaiet^ Scurnbliigs of white are next applied, picking out 
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hSghligh+5 w^hichi in turn, are reglaied witti less color. Depth 

ol tone and richness of color arc obtained m this way. 

When a painting is sufificfentiy dry, usually a year after it has 

been completed, it is yarnished* Varnishing foo soon is [ilcely to 

produce Cracking in the paint fiJm. Varnfsh protects the surface 

of thfl painting from deterioration caused by dirf^ humidity and 

deleterious gases in the atmosphere, A picture varnish fnust be 

abifl to preserve the brilliancy of the colors and guard them against 

chemical action of moisture and injurious gases. It must be as 

colorless and transparent as possible and also should be easily 

removable since aEl varnisha^ darken in time and accumulate grease 

and dirt. 

Varnishes which ara composed of a resin* dissolved In a medium 

or solvent, consist of two types, namely oil varnishes and spirit 

varnishes, OI[ varnish consists of a resin dissolved by heat in a 

drying oiL Because of Its slow drying character and the difficulty 

of removing it, this type of varnish has practicalEy gone out of use, 

except as an occailonal painting medium with which oif colors are 

nnixed+ Spirit varnishes are those in which the resin is dissolved io 

a volatile solvent* They dry quickly by evaporation of the solvent, 

leaving an even resin film over the surface of the picture. If a soft 

resin such as mastic or da mar has been used tha varnish is easify 

removable. Since pure resin varnishes have a very high gloss, wan 

or the pelmitate or stearate of aluminum may be added to them. 

When applied to the surface of the paintings this mixture dries 

with a dull, matte finish. 

Further protection may be given to tha surface of a picture by 

applying beeswax or a mixture of waxes dissolved In turpentine to 

the already varnished painting. Wax ts exceedingly Impermeable 

^ Reslne like Sa^idarac, Damar, Mas+Ec ind Manila Copial ara obtained from various 
+re«, while ethers such as Kmii and Can go CoppEt and Ambor a^o found in sem]- 
fotiil Or' foaail t+pto. 
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fo moiifure and gaies and may be removed at will with turperiHne 

or beniiae+ 

WATER COLOR ♦ In wafen color painting^ the medium used 

consists entirely of aqueous solutfonSn The Uiual binding material 

for the pigment 1$ gum. Gunn arebic, a product of the acacia tr*e, 

was used by the Egyptians, although the technique which +]isy enrt- 

ployed was quits different from our present conception of water 

color pdin+mg* The painters of Chinai Persia and India, as well as 

the European Ttiuminatori, all used a type of water color in thetr 

painting. At about the time of the Middle Ages in Europe^ the 

fluid treatment of the medium, most popular today, was hp9h[y 

developed by Oriental painters whose preterenee for a direct 

brushworL on silk had necessitated an economy of effort and a cer¬ 

tainty of touch In the use of water color. As a result, Oriental 

watercolorists are renowned for the remarltable deiterity of their 

handling. 

In Europe, from the time of the Renalssfinoo on, water color was 

used In pen end wash drawings. It did not, however* begin to 

develop as an art in itself until its possibilities were realiied by the 

English artists of the XVlilth Century. From the time of Cotmanf 

Turner, Girtin and! Blaka, if has been treated as a distinct and 

separate medium from which many different jchoofs of water color 

have arisen. 

Gum* the binding medium In water color^ h of vegetable origin 

and is soluble In cold water. Gum arable, the cue most frequently 

used, exudes from different plant types of the acacia tree found In 

Kortharn Ah-icai Senegal and the Sudan. Other water solubles 

such as gum tragacanth, dextrin, fiih glue and egg whits are occa¬ 

sionally used In water color. 

Glycerin and sugar of honey (laevulose) added to the medium in 
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smalf amounts, keep tJie color moist and in eailly workable condi- 

fior. Thsso a!so act ds plasticizers to prevent cracking of the paint 

film, A thirty percent solution of gum arable In water, to which 

about five percent of glycerin is added, makes a good medium m 

which to grind dry pfgmenfs. Tliis yields a water color which is 

easily soluble without having to be worked much with the brush. 

Because the nature of the medlunn does not lock up the color ai 

firmly as oil or tempera, only pigments of the most permanent struc¬ 

ture should be used, since fug^tve or chemically active pigments 

quickly fade or change color* In order to prevent colors which 

have been mixed together from separating, particylarly when 

greatly diluted with water, the pigments in water color should be 

very finely ground. As the task is very difficult, it 13 not advisable 

for the artist to prepare his own wafer colors^ Those prepared by 

manufacturers are sold in cakes, porcelain pans, or put up moist In 

tubes. 

Although parchment, silk and ivory may be used* the commonest 

support and ground for water color is paper. The paper ahould be 

white or very light in color since pure water color is applied In thin 

layers of transparent nature and depends for Its affect and lumi¬ 

nosity, upon the ground on which It Is executed. Paper made of 

linen Is preferable because it is strong, tough and unchangeable in 

color. It also takes wafer very welL Papers of cotton^ nnijiberry 

and wood pulp may be used, but wood pulp paper is usually poorly 

sized, It darkens, becomes brittle, and will not stand sponging or 

scraping. The acid in wood pulp paper reacts with some pigments, 

altering their color. 

Color holds best on paper with a grained texture, fn cases where 

the paper used has been manufactured without sufFTcient glue fn 

its structure* it Is advisable to size the surface with a thin gelatin 

solution as otherwise the paint may run when applied. Where thero 
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IS any grease on the paper^ the paint wil[ not adhere to tjie lurtace. 

Water color paper should be kept flat in tolios since any creases in 

the support make the -h-ansparenf waKhes appear uneven and the 

pigments adhere poorly. 

The surface of the support on which a water color is to be painted 

must be stationary. If loose sheets of paper are used, they should 

be tacked to a drawing board or else mounted on * stretcher. Con¬ 

venient for the artist and more or lass obviating the trouble of 

mounting, are the water color paper blocks or pads put out by 

t manufacturers. Since paper on the block bubbles when wet, artists 

often prefer to stretch and mount. 

The brush used by the painter Is very important in determining 

the quality of his wafer color. The hairs of the typical water color 

brush should form a point which will not divide when used* The 

best brushes of this type are made of sable* although flat-bristSe 

brushes, broad-wash brushes and camel's hair brushes are used for 

special purposes. The most accurate palettes for wator celorj are 

white enameiware* sinoa they enable a painter to mix his glazes on 

a surface comparable to his white painting grounds 

Water color drys by evaporation of the water content of the 

pa Inf film and depends for Its drying rate largely upon the relative 

humidity of the atmosphere* In dry weather evaporation U rapid; 

in damp weather it is slow. Water color always drys lighter than 

It appears when wet and this change of tone in drying must be 

taken Into consideration by the painter. This effect, howeveri i* 

comparatively illght. 

^ Water color paint may be laid on the surface of the paper In 

various ways* Large areas of flat or modulated tone are applied in 

washes with a large brush fully charged with water and color* 

Technical skill and practice are necessary in laying an even or 

graduated wash, a splendid example of which may be seen In 
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IDLE SHRIMPERS By Ruaaftll Flint 

A gradufllvd wmh ts in tke backgrchund. Tha p^tirbrllfloE df dataN-fid 
hand[[ng [n wa^ar cof&r may 4C*n m Hi» r^ndaring &f tBs ft^ura, 

Brooklyn Mvltaum ColUc+i'on 

Russell Hint's painting of the shore *nd sea in his *'ldle Shrimpers/' 

His subtlety of handling produces both lumtnosity and atmosphere. 

Granulated teietures irt the color surface ifself may be obtained 

by careful manipulation of the wash. While the wash is thoroughly 

wetj the paper is tilted back and forth at angles of about sixty 

degrees, until the pigment settles out into solid spots. This 

granulation may also be seen in the background of Flint's ^'Idle 

Shrimpers/' 

In modern practice, pure water color ii transparent, no Chinese 
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white being intradLiced in of the mijcturo^- Washes of diluted 

color are placed on the white paper ta produce the tints. Whom 

the artist wishes a white tone or hfgh lights the paper is left un- 

covorod. Dark detail may be applied over a lighter wash, com¬ 

pletely covering the color utidemaath. The possibility an water 

color of obscuring a dark tone by placing a lighter color ovar It is 

very limited, and when this is required the artist may either remove 

the dark porficni or cover it wH^h an opaque paint. Since the intro¬ 

duction of opaque color Itllfs the translucence of wafer color, it Is 

customary to remove or lighten the dark tone by the wet methods 

of ‘'wiping out" and ''sponging/' or the dry methods of "scratching 

out" and erasing with rubber. 

In ■"wiping out," the paint ftlm to be removed is redissolved by 

flooding it with water, and the cofor In the solution h drawn off by 

the application of bbtfing paper. The tone will be noticeably 

lighter and continued repetition of the procedure will leave the 

paper quite white. "Sponging" is accomplished by repeatedly and 

lightly going over the paint film with a wet sponge. It is necessary 

to wash the sponge frequently during the process tc prevent muddy 

pigment being rubbed Into the paper. In "scratching out"^ the 

color Is completely removed by scraping the surface wilh the blade 

of a knife. This method is more often used as a finishing touch for 

bringing out high lights* It of course destroys the surface of the 

paper and prevents further work in the area affected. 

The artist of today often uses water color for recording rapid 

Impressions which may range from a detailed representation to an 

abstract design^ A sketch In pencifr pen or chalk crayon Is usually 

executed on the paper before any painting is done* The picture 

may then be built up in various ways. A series of very liquid washes 

may be used and superimposed on each other until the general local 

colors of the subject have been obtained. At this polnti With paints 
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lAftN m THE BERKS HI RE£ 

A dry bruib h<t b4>iv vttd on a p<p+r of roUj)h fogdura, 
Bfooldyn Mi 

ii^ 
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less dilufed, the detflik of form and shadows are mtroduced and 

earned as far as ihe artist desires. Tills method Is lElustrated in the 

paintmg "The Mansard Roof," by Edward Hopp&r* The oarefill 

pencil shofoh is apparent ir various parts of ttte picture. An effect 

of strong sunlight Is obtained by contrasting warm light and cool 

shade in the preliminary washes. Crisp details and sharp, bluish 

shadows put on directly over the washes^ give accent and form to 

the finished painting. No white pigment is used In this picture. 

The washes are thin for paEer tones and the paper itself furnishes 

the strong white accents^ This procedure, of painting with washes 

upon which fhe details are placed, may be reversed, the details 

being Introduced fir^t and harmoniied l^ter by washes of color^’ 

Very laguld effects are sometimes achieved by wetting or damp¬ 

ing the entire area of the paper or a limited area before begin¬ 

ning to paint, painting on a wet ground allows fhe colon to spread, 

running into one another- George Schrelber’s "Under Brooklyn 

Bridge," in the Brooklyn Museum^; collection, illustrates the use of 

this method. The opposite effect is obtained by painting on a dry 

paper with very little water Jn the brush* Working with a "dry 

brush" at times reseimbles scumbling in oil painting and when used 

on a rough paper as in Marin's "Barn In the Berkshlrss"^ creates a 

broken tejfture in the paint film. An examination of Eliot O'Hara's 

"Noon-day Glare,” In the Brooklyn Museum's coRectlon, shows the 

use of the dry brush to produce the effect of strong sunlight 

reflected from a mirror-like expanse of water. 

Paul Signac's "'Port of St. Tropei" displays the use of water color 

by a Neo-ImpressIonist* Pure color is applied in individual strokes 

over a carefully sketched drawing in pencil* The eye of the fpe& 

tator fuses and blends the spots of brilliant color with the white of 

the paper^ which is allowed fo show through freefy^ An effect of 

vibrant light is produced In this way. 
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PORT Of ST. TROPES ByPWSFgr.s 

The careful preJiminery i^«tch Fn pencil is appirent. JuxtepoiitFan ef pure 
colors IS used in this painiFng, BrooHyn Muioum CoFleetEpn 

The metho-d of p4?nfin9 wT+h opeque wefer color is known as 

"gouache.’' The wafer colors are rendered opaque by fhe add*- 

fion of while fillers like barites or clay and the effect achieved is 
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The black By EdouArd ^d-y^-Ldgr^nd 

TJib dflfill ahewi cJMi<lue ligh+ ifort* ur obseura d ddpt*r one- m 
g&UAcJsd pAfn^mg. fllrooMyii Mw$»um Coll^cfiDn 

+haf of i pasiel done m a wef fnsfead of a dry fashion. In painfing, 

fhe cofors may be mixed frealy wifh Chinese white (line whife In a 

gum medium). The high lights and whiie tones of the picture are 

executed In whi+e paint instead of using the paper for that color as 

In pure water cofor. 

'"The SfacKr DonkeyV* by Edy-Lagrand< shows a variety of tex- 
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A&STRACT &¥ H*fis Arp 

The col^TE lira evanly 4ppill’d to a rough groin«d papor. 
C&urts*y flf the Julian Levy Gallery 

fures ard effects obtainable in a frealy bandied gouache^ The 

opacity of the paint has permi+ted Him to apply lighfer and more 

brffliant colors over darker and duller tones. This could not have 

been done with ira ns parent paints. 

In gouache the artist is not limited to white or tinted groundSr 

but rnay employ extremely dark paper or cardbo-ardi for his suip“ 

port. The opaque odors easily cover the dart ground which Tn some 

places may be left unpainted as one of the tones of the picture* 

&ouache is very much lighter after it has dried- It may be handled 

With extreme fineness of detail, or very freely as in the Edy 

Legrande painting, and its use in flat pattern may be seen In the 

even tones of Hans Arp's "Abskact/' in which the surface tenture 

Is furnished by the grain of the paper, 

TEMPERA ■ The name '^tempera'' Is of Latin origin. In its 

broadest sense if maans any medium used to "temper'' dry pig- 



menh %Q they may be applied and bound +o a sm-Fate+ Thus 

the term tempera rrtay denote any qdatinous or colloidal medium, 

like oil, egg, or gum, wF+h which pigments are mixed- As it Ts used 

tcdftyi however, tempera signifies only mediums containing egg or 

glue, the other types being classified as oil, water color and 

gouache painting^ In the following paragraphs the term will be 

used in fts stricter sen^e. Including onFy egg and Its errmlsions and 

glue mediums. 

The tempera medium has probably been used since man's ear- 

[iest attempts to represent nature on a two dimensional surface. 

The Egyptians employed a glue medium m many of thoir wall and 

panel paintings. According to Laurie*, we are safe in assuming 

that Greek and Roman painters made extensive use of an egg or 

glue medium, although no definite exaitipies of Its use have bean 

found. The first actual reference to tempera comes to light In the 

form of a recipe m a lllrd or IVth Century papyrus found at Thebes. 

Ft directs the use of a medium conststing of egg and gum mixed, 

with the addition of bile to make the color flow easily. 

The painters of Byiantium used the medium for pictures executed 

On panels, handing on the method to the Italian painters of the 

Xlllth Century, In Italy during the XJVfli and XVth Centuries, 

tempera painting reached a culmination In perfection and general 

use, only to be replaced by the newer oil medium. The paintings of 

Grotto, Massaccio, Fra Angelico, Ghirlandaio and Botticelli offer 

some of the finest examples of tempera technique. In Russia« 

tempera painting continued up to modern times as the medium for 

the Ikon painters. It was revived in England in the XIXth Century 

by the Pre-Raphaelites and If now employed with Increasing popu¬ 

larity both in England and the United States, 

^ A. P. Laurie, "Waterifll? Ihfl PaFnter's Craft,'" T. N. Fotilit, L^rKton, ]9‘lt>r 



Alfhough +ha manuKrip+s of Thaophilus and other nned[&val 

painters describe the medium* it is fe Cennino Cenmm* +haf mod- 

ern fampera paiiVhers ar# Indebted for a complete description of 

the materials and technique of tempera painting. Cenntno's mo¬ 

di uim was composed of egg-yolk. Hie yolk Is separated -From the 

white of the egg. Its skin Is pierced and the yellow Is allowed to 

run out info a receptacfe. To thii an aqua! amount of water Is 

added and thoroughly mfited. On a glass slab, the pigment Is 

ground with this medium by means of an ivory spatula. Et may be 

ground to any consistency desired, but is most often used at about 

the consistency of heavy cream. 

Egg yolk is composed of fifty-one percent water, twenty-two per¬ 

cent fat Or oil, three percent mineral matter, fifteen percent albu¬ 

men and nine percent Lecithin which has many physical properties 

of a tat but acts as an emulsifytng agent for oil and water. Because 

of the oil content, egg-yolk may be regarded as very closely related 

to the oil medium. As It drysr the water content evaporatesr caus¬ 

ing the paiirt to set quIckJy. With the lapse of time, the albuminous 

substances coagulate and become Insoluble, and the oil, intimately 

mingled with the albumen, drys quite slowly, leaving a strong flex¬ 

ible film. Occasionally part of the egg white li used with the yolk 

as a mediUfTip In this case^ the white is separated* beaten and 

drained, and the liquid which hai been drained off is then mixed 

with the yolk. 

The oil content of the egg medium may be increased by the addi¬ 

tion of a drying oil or oil varnish, the result being known as an 

"emulsion medium." In a similar manner a water solution of gum 

arabic may be added making an egg and gum medium. The 

Cennlnr, XiVtfi Cenruiy Italian patn+ern by his accounit Instructed 
In The arts by Agn-^lo E^addh ±Qn of Tatfdao 0»ddi, end pupil pf Gipttp, hie 
was Itia aufflotf Qf a treatise on paintingj known as- '^lie Book nt the Art Of Ceunnlnp 
Cenr^lnfr" 
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American iemp^ra painters favor these nnfldimTi& rather than the 

pure yolk of egg. 

Glue and size are very similar substances, containing compounds 

known as gelatin and chondrin, which soften in cold water and 

are soluble m hot wafer. Gelatin is obtained from the skin, ten¬ 

dons, and bones of anitrials, while chondrin is obtained from car¬ 

tilage* Glue and size contain no oiJ, being composed of nitrogen¬ 

ous matter, hence the film formed by thein js always soluble unless 

covered with varnish film. In either a glue or a size medium, pre¬ 

servatives arc usually added as both the former putrlfy in a short 

time. Plasticiiers like glycerine and honey ere also added to give 

a fleKlbla film that will not crack saslly^ 

The support for a tempera painting may be wood, canvai, or 

some of the modern wal[ boards. In many cases, cardboard and 

paper are employed, especially in modern conrirnaricial art where 

glue temperas are largely used. 

A prirning of gesso on the support is the traditional ground for 

tempera patntjng. Gesso is a mixture of whiting and tiie (or 

slaked plaster of Paris and size] which yields a dead white, absor¬ 

bent ground and can be smoothed with abrasives to an ivory-like 

finish. This type of ground Is particularly adapted to tempera 

painting, since it Increatos the luminosity and brilliance of the 

picture. Illustrators' board and tinted drawing papers usually need 

no prrming when used with glue tempera. Since the medium con¬ 

tains nc oil, the paint remains opaque and has little tendency 

toward transfucence. 

pigments used in tempera are the same as those used in oil or 

water cofor painting. Since the medium is regarded as more per¬ 

meable to moisture and gases than oil, fugitive and changeable 

pigments are to be avotded^ It is advisable to exclude pigments 

containing lead and copper, as they may be affected by sulphur 
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WHY NOT LISE THE [Detail | By Regindd 

Thit p4intmg iliow^ th« ii£& a neulr^l ufid«rp4inHng and iuparp^alfion of 
p*r*ri^‘ giflwi, Courivfy of tho Whitney Mvl^um of Amificen Art 

prfls#fi+ m the albumen constiluent of the egg yoll. 

Before a pointing In +emp5J-* is begun, the gesso ground is ren¬ 

dered less absorbent by coating it with a we^k soEufion of ihe* 

Because of the peculfanfies of the egg medium, it h vary difficult 

fo handle it as directly a^ oil. The design of the picture 1^ usually 

carefully worked out on a cartoon and transferred to the gesso 
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CEfJTURr OF PRO&KESS By Ihom.. Pe.to. 

f^rru FE obtainetl: hy h#tche-d atrakas t>i9 brush, q: ^ypic*! handlinq fif fhft 
f^mpera madrum. Ceur+asy of fkft Walter l^all^riBt, Inc. 

ground before painting. The modalllng of fhe relief w form Ti 

then rendered fn ^hin washes of black or monochromB. On ihii 

foundation, the painting is carried through fo compfetion by glaxes 

of transparent color as wef| as straight painting In opaque tones. 

Why Slot Use the L , by Regfnald Marshy Illustrates qurto wo!! 

this method of procedure^ The picture is painted on a "Presd- 

wood'^* panel, primed with gessoi to which the cartoon has been 

transferred and the underpalnfing built up in black and white^ The 

superimposed glares of rich coloi^may be clearly seen and the appfl- 

oation of paint throughout is handled yery freely. The medium is 

probably an egg-qym mijcture retker than pure yolk of egg. 

Thomas Benton'$ ^'Century of Progress'" is lesj freefy handled 

* A rtiadfcfp compOTHfori faeAi*d from waod pijlp. 
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FAMILY OF ACROBATS By Edojard. Edy^lfrgr^tid 

Tha flav/dK slia»¥i tha h«avy c^bfainabla in ^Iub tempera l 

CoUi^^ay fha M4^l4 Sf^rnsr ^allArt^s 

fhan ihe Marsh. A broad hafching stroke models the form of 

ob[ecf:& and figures, a procedure parficuleriy adaptable to the 

tempera method. This painting was probably done in a yolk of 

egg medium. 

Much closer to the tradition of the XVth Century tempera paint¬ 

ers, are such works as Edward Lading's "Fourteenth Street" and 

Isabef Bishop's "Combing Her Hair/' both in the collection of the 

Whitney Museum of American Art. The fineness of detail obtain¬ 

able in tempera painting may be seen in these pictures. Form is 

modeisd by very finely hatched strokes. 

Edy-Lagrand's "Family of Acrobats^* Is executed in a glue 
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medium. The high impas+o possible m +his kiod of tempera may 

be seen m the flower on the costume of the woman to the left. The 

opaque quality of the medium as opposed to the iranducency of 

01 Ip IS brought out In this picture^ The form h obfained by buildmg 

up from a dark undertone, the light tons? being superimposed in a 

tree hatching stroke^ 



D R A W f N e 

by Carl O, Schniewind 
Cu^fl^gr vf Pnnf! and Dr«><mgE, MUf«um 

TO ATTEMPT to dflBtnb& +h& various drawing proc^^ses is an 

ennbairas^lng task. The drawing proc^tses—if, indeed we can speak 

of "processa;" a+ ali in this connection—are so simple that it seams 

superfluous to want to "explain'* them. Yet, paradoxical though 

ft may seenir It is Just this simpfEcEty of tochni^^ue that mahes a draw¬ 

ing so complex^ gives It all its subtility, maEes it so varied, so new 

and surprising in appeaj-ance, completely different from artist to 

artist^ Then, what is the material used? A sheet of papetk a bft 

of charcoal, red chaEtr a pencil a pen and sortie ink* Nothing as 

intricate and ingenious a* a print process. The mind and the skill 

of the hand controlled by tha mind alone count. There is no printer 

to hide fauEty draughtsmanship with delicate intriguing tones of 

Ink sklllfufly wiped over lines that had better not be theren fn draw¬ 

ing the artist reveals, wittingly or unwittingly, his vary soul — 

and there can be no shrinking away fronn these hard facts by tech¬ 

nical trickery. A drawing is as revealing as a handwriting — In fact 

the two are identical En more than one respect. 

Each of the various drawing processes, however, adapts itself 

parffcularly to a certain means of expressian as well as to a certain 

temperament. The reason for this Is that the material itself used in 

drawing having natural Inherent qualities, these will always show up 
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NUDE (Chiarcoa] drawm^] Kalb« 
Cuud»?y fli fJifl Weyha SalUry 

in f]i& drawing, no mather hew rnuch an "arfist" may fry to conoaal 

ihenn. The material impests rejfrictioni upon +h& draugh+iman 

wJiTch cannot be oyercome no nftatfer how skillful he may be In fhs 

handling of the matenaL A piete of chare oaf, for instance, wil! 

not stand more than a very llmi+ed arnount of pressure. 

1+ may, however, be ijseful +□ point out some of the ourhtanding 

characteristics of the drawing materials which are generally in use 

to^ay. 

CHARCOAL * Charcoal and red crayon are perhaps the oldest 

known drawing materials. They were in use bacic in prehistoric times 

by primitive man. 
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Twigs, mostly of syillcw, which are about one-quarter of an inch 

m diameter are cut info pieces of about f5ve to sk inches in lengthy 

They are placed In iron or clay receptacles which are hernnetically 

sealed and then heated over a slow fire a certain length of time* 

Thus the organic matter is completely destroyed and nothing but 

pure coal and a small quantity of mineral salts remain. According 

to the wood used and the feng+h of time that this wood is subjected 

to the treatment by heat the charcoal becomes more or less hard^ 

Charcoal is a soft and very brittle nnaterlal. Though the sficlc of 

charcoal may be pofnted, the point wears down almost at once« 

Tha jina obtained with thi^ material is broad and soft. The tone 

varies from a delicate lighrt grey to a dart grey which Is hardly ever 

really blact. Charcoal does not adhere strongly to the paper, It 

remains on it in the form of a pulverous substance which Is easily 

removedni The line, therefore, may be easily wiped, thus creating 

a grey toned surface^ 

From this It may be readily understood that charcoal does not 

lend itself to the rendering of detaiL It Is adapted to a broad man¬ 

ner, in which the subject represented Is given in a general, summary 

way. It might be called the matsrtai for the rendering of an Initial 

conception^ with which the artist first attempts to formulate hii 

Ideas. It is a material of general research, it is never adapted to 

concise explanation. The results obtained are always more or less 

the contrary of a pen drawingn 

it is just this delicate, sensitive, perishable gualHy of the char¬ 

coal drawing which makes It so fascinating. The Idea of the artist 

Is seen as it through a haze, it seeim as furtive as the thought itsalf. 

And yet at times it may jeem strong and powerful though the line 

never has much body. 

RED CRAYON • Red crayon is a natural soft stone, quarried In 
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Study of a nude (Red cr^yEjn dr*wing on grooniili papsr) 
Coiirhoty of ’^ho Weyhfr Aritt^do Miillol 

nortJi&rn Africa, Spain and &ermany. Ifs color varies frcm bright 

reef fo dart rad wifh a distlncf purplish hue* If connes In various 

degree^ of hardness. Red crayon is less brittle than charcoaTi some¬ 

what harder, but If is apt to crumbie and does not adhere strongly 

to the paper. Thus it has much of the qualities of that matarial. 

The point wears quickly and consequently i+ used rr a broad 

manner, A red crayon fine usually Mems more porous and granular 

than a charcoal line and Its vivid color givss It a warmth which 

charcoal does not have* It may be washed Into a surface wt+h a 

moistenad brush so that it will seem almost 11 te watercolor. 

Both the color and the washable qualities of red crayon nnnke ?t 

a particular favorite for the rendering of tha human body- Scufp- 

tqrs use it a great deaf for thi$ reason* Red crayon is the first step 

towards color, towards the pastel. 
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PENCfL * The use of grephite for -fhe purpose of writing end 

drawing seems to We become known during the second half of 

the XVIth Cerfury. Thus Its discovery es a drawing material Is a 

comparatively late one. Graphl+e is pure, amorphous carbon 

which is found in England, Austria, Siberia and m the northeastern 

parti of North America, Natural graphite contains a considerabie 

amount of impurities. If is now generally prepared artificially 

through heating carbon (coal) in an electric oven to a high degree. 

It may be obtained In various grades of hardness. If has a much 

greater material consistency than either charcoal or crayon. It 

may be readily sharpened to a fine point and the point does not 

wear as quickly as either of the two previously described materials. 

The line obtained with the pencil is never Jet black, and, particu¬ 

larly when pressure is borne upon it, it has a metallic brilliance. It 

seems somewhat greasy and readily adheres to the paper. It does 

not crumble and Is much less brittle than charcoal, consequently 

standing considerable pressure, though very litfis is needed to 

obtain a plainly perceivable Erne. Even on very smooth paper, how¬ 

ever, it will always remain slightly granular in appearance. The 

more pressure one uses the more the metallic qualities of the pencil 

line will show up, By rubbing the line with the finger or with a wiper 

made of blotting paper (“estompe") the lines may be smudged until 

a surface tone is obtained and the line disappears entirely. This is 

an O'ld academic practice to model flesh and obtain delicate tones, 

but the drawing loses most of Its characteristic qualities through it. 

The pencil line, though soft, Is precise. It may seem to play¬ 

fully wind Its way over the paper's surface and then suddenly come 

to an accentuated, abrupt and decisive stop, ^/hen hard graphite 

is Used and the pencil has a sharp point, the drawing can be¬ 

come coldly analytical, prying its way mercilessly into the small¬ 

est detail of the subject. It adapts itself Ideally to the rendering 
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NUDE (PencTI drawing] Eric &kll 

A kard pclnfad p4i>cpl was usadL C-pjr|-«y of the Woyki Gfalliry 

cf the +hre& dtmitinsloJ^AL The drawing fs tbsm as hdrd and precise 

as a piece of stone scijlptur& and always a little cold^ It fs this 

possibility of modulating a pencil drawing from playful sketchines:i 

to solid and strict modeling that makes it an Ideal drawing msdiijm. 

SILVERPOINT • The sllverpoint was one of the principal drawing 

materials of the XVth Century and may be considered the immedi¬ 

ate predecessor of the pencil drawing. The silverpoint pencil con¬ 

sists of a thin pointed piece of silver [silver wire) which is fastened 

Into an appropriate holder. In order to be able to draw on the 

paper the drawing surface must first be given a flnei hard, rough 

texture so that when the point is scratched over it a small amount 

of silver will be retained in the form of a delicate lirts- 
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TR£E (Silver-pcmt dfflwTn^J Vintanf Cinida 

, Court&jy of th*' W#ylia Silkry 

The paper as prepared In ^he following way* Finely ground whife 

bone meal or chalk fs mixed Into a semi-thick mass together with 

starch paste* Any desired color in powder form may be mixed in 

With the paste. This grounding mass ii then spread onto the paper 

in a thin coat with a brush, left to dry, and then covered with a 

second coat and so on until a sufficiently substantial ground is 

obtained- When property done^ this ground should be even and 

not crack. When the ground is thoroughly dry the prepared sheet 

IS covered wrth another sheet of paper which Js then rubbed with 

a dull polished instrument — formerly a boar's tooth was used “ 

untif an even and smooth surface is: achieved on the grounded 

paper. 
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TK& line obfained in drawiny ori ibTs ground is v&ry fine and 

granular In structure, TTis color is always a dull grey^ never blacic. 

Jn Order to obtain good rosulfi ihe pressure uiod on +h& point must 

be carefully controlled, [f must never be too strong, else the 

ground is torn open, the original whit# paper exposed end the sil- 

verpoint will no loiiger "tabe" on such spots* The pressure on the 

o+her hand must not be too light, else the point does not take at 

all. Erasures are almost impossible. Thus this technique has some 

very definite limitations from which the characteristics of the silver- 

point result. The line is not as tree as that of the pencfl. If has 

less movement and Is straighfer. It Is always precise and clear — 

almost mathematicaL In time the drawing, through a slow process 

of oxidations of the silver, will become brown and this givos it an 

even softer appearance^ 

Silver point drawing Is an almost forgotten art. But some of the 

principal artists of today have again taken It up and produced out¬ 

standing works of art In this medium* 

BLACK CRAYON . • Black crayon is an artificial product, made 

from lampblacL, charcoaf or other black mineral matter which Is 

mixed with linseed oil and wax, This is pressed firmly Into moulds, 

thus producing a soft, unbrlttla, compact nnaterial. 

Jot black lines may be produced. When strong pressure is used 

the crayon no longer glides freely over the paper but is apt to 

stick and produce a greasy thick line. The lines are bread and 

heavy I large and impressive, but readily seem over accentuated. 

In time the linei, if not sprayed with fixing varnish^ will become 

covered with a fine greyish-white film which will easily spof! the 

original strong effect of the drawing. This is due to a chemicaf 

change of the greasy substances of the crayon. The film may be 

removed by llghfly rubbing over the surface with a soft cloth* 
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STUDY OF A CHILD eray&n dfawrng -dfl Japan p«pvr] 

Cour+tiy <sf fh* Wayha Sallery J&Kn B. 

PEN AND INK * Th& efiecf obtafned In 4 pen ]nlt drawing 

depends entirely on two things: 

[1) the Ink: eithef India Inic ([et blacli) or common commorclai tnk 

of various shades ranging from black +0 blue. 

(2) the pen: steef, quill or reed pen* 

Let us firif aHamme the various kinds of pens, Quil] pons are cut 

from the shafts of wing feathers of swans or geese. They are cut 

down to the proper shapes with a sharp knife and the points are 

split exactly as a common steel pen. They must be re-sharpened 

from time to time. The pen is very soft and pliable. When a cer¬ 

tain amount of pressure is used the pen points will separate, two 

paralfel lines resuJtingi With a litHe less pressure a broad, almost 

brushfilte, soft, flowing line may be obtained which, however, may 
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STUDY OF ISADORA DUNCAN (SW p»n witk India Fr^J:) 
Couiiaiy cf +h# W#yh* ©alSsry Andra Dijnoy*r dn S&gonac 

suddenly chan9& i-ts direc-fiQn, formirig sharp ariglas. Again fhe 

lin& may b& aj fhln a* the line of a steel pen. 

Reed pens are cut from i^he sfems of common reeds of various 

kinds and they are sharpened In the lanna way as the quHL This pen 

is very if Iff and much less pliable* The lines which if achieves are 

fhick and sfraight^ an-gular and always heavy, never really gracefuL 

The line of the sfeel pen is thirih sharp, aggressive, alternafirvgty 

lighf„ soft and graceful and then scratching and harshi- pointed and 

direct as a sword thrust. The same may be said of the quill and the 

reed pen, but the steel pen has something stl[[ more deciiive. There 

is more rhythm perhaps in a pen stroke than in any other drawiM 



tnediujTi. The al+erndtitig up>^ard end downward strokes cause this. 

The downward stroke glides oasil/ along the surface. Then it 

changes sharpf/, abrupHy Into the upward stroke, the line becomes 

thinner, seems more hurried and nervous only to return info the 

heavier, smoother downward stroke again, A pen line rs always 

even in color, the line is only thinner or broader, never bfacker. 

Frequently a drawing ts begun in charcoal or pencil and finished 

in pen and ink. The fornner render the first conception of an idea 

which IS then given definite outline with pan and ink. Such draw¬ 

ings show better than anything else the fundamental difference 

between charcoal or pencil and pen and ink as a medium. 

As for the various kinds of Ink, India mk k made from lampblack 

which is mixed with a thin solution of gum arable. Nona other can 

compare with it In rich blackness. The effect is similar to that of a 

printer's black line. The usual commercial inks may be obtained 

In almost any color and shade. The results obtained greatly depend 

on the color used. 

Drawings with the brush and Ink of varloUi shades of grey and 

black a [ready approach water colors in their effect* The soft play 

of light and shadow on the rounded surface may be expressed with 

flowing ease. 

Drawings may be considered the most precious documents in art. 

They show the entire scale of development of an Idea frcim the 

initial mHiition to Its logical formulation. They are mads without 

pretentions and are therefore — mostly— more honest and reveal¬ 

ing than the finished work of art* They are fascinatingly alive and 

unspoiled by a dasire to Impress and to be representative. Thay 

experiment alwaySr and never really attain the final goal, but show 

the human soul groping its way toward a goal, leaving one guessing 

what wo are to be led to. The connoisseur will Justly say to the 

arHstj show me your drawings and 1 will tell you whet you are. 
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i PRINTS 

by Carl O. Schniewind 

Curcfcr of Prinl4 And Drawmgs, Braoklym Mu«Oum 

r 
THE ORIGIN of print mdkfng may b$ sought Tn the desire to pro- 

duce a largo number of pictures by some simple and ineispendve 

ma+hod. The evergrowlnig popular demand for the diftributton of 

knowledge an the fouai^enth and fifteenth centuries mada larger 

and cheaper editions of wrH-ings — which at that time were still 

^ multiplied by hand —- imperativep For the leis erudite reader Illus¬ 

trations of the text were Included in these manuscripts in order to 

mate thair contents tnore obvious. It became impossible to pro- 

' duce a sufficient number of copies of a text with hand drawn or I painted Tllustrations! the process of production was too slow and 

^ too costly. A method was sought to produce as many copies of 

one composition as might be desired. The invention of prints was 

due to the necessity of finding an inexpensive solution fora prob- 

Ism of supply and demand* 

Soon, various methods of printing pictures were devaloped* 

Thesfl methods or processes rnay be divided into three main groups, 

> according to the relationship of the printing line to the surface of 

the block, plate or stone from which the printing Is fo be done- 

1 The three main processes are called. 

I A. Relief process: the line or surface which is to print ii higher 

than the non-printing surface of the block. The block is 
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usually mede of wood wood-engraving}. 

B. Intaglio procais; the printing line or surface Is lower than 

the non-printing surface of +he plate. The plate is usually 

made of rnetal such as copper, steel or line (engraving, 

etching, dry-polntj. 

C, PEa no graphic process s The printing line or surface is on the 

same level as the non-prfnting surface of fhe stone or plafe 

(lithograph]. 

f. THE WOOD-CUTj A RELIEF PROCESS 

The principle is exactly the same as that of a rubber stamps the 

material used being wood instead of rubbar+ The line or surface 

which IS to print stands in relief, the non-printing surface having 

been cut away. The square wood block must have at least one 

even surfacOi the one from which the printing is to be done. Tha 

block [ s usually about an Inch in tfifckness (although some artists take 

thin boards). The wood used is cherry, pedr, beech, apple or syca¬ 

more which has been cut along the grain. These various grades of 

wood are more or less sotth The artist usually makes a drawing on 

the block of the composition^he has in mind* He then proceeds to 

cut away to a certain depth those parts of his composition which 

are to remain white in the impression from tha block. The toofs 

Used are knives and scoopars of various shapes and sizes. 

The more or less coarie structure of wood, the fact that there Is 

a grain which frequently shows up on impressions and that wood I^ 

brittle, all Impose certain restrictions on the artUh Lines may not 

be cut too thin as they would easily break during the process of 

cuffing or through the pressure used on the block In printing* The 

wood offers little resistance when cutting afong the grain, but whan 
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ILLUSTftATFON FOR GOETHE'S WALPURGISNACHT (W^ejeJ^u+I 

CojpJaay of flia Wflyhfr Gfl.l!*ry Ern**t Barlach 

one tries fo cut diagonally across or vertically fo the grain the 

rasistartce '^/hich the knife encounters Is considerable. The reiulf 

is that the wood-cut iine Is not an easy flowing one, not soft and 

graceful tut angular, strict, direct and uncompromising^ This 

quality is emphashed still more by the fact that the woodcut line 

IS usually an even black; there are no Intermittent greys, there ps no 

softeniing of tonal qualitieSn Black and white stand In direct alter¬ 

nation without intervention of a half tons^ This pstrue of the average 

woodcut. Some artists have more or less Hjccessfully attempted to 

soften the strictness of the woodcut by siighfly lowering and grad¬ 

ing the height of the printing surface thus actually achieving an 
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infemnecTiate gr&y fone. Paul Gaugin's woodcjH are a striking 

exampig of this^ 

The prfrffing of the woodcuf is a comparativ&ly simple process. 

Ths a thick substance usually composed of lamp-black and lin* 

seed oEl, k thmiy spread on the engraved surface of the wood block 

with a dauber or roller. A moEst sheet of paper is placed on the 

intad surface, the sheet covered with several layers of paper 

{maculature] and then through pressure the ink is transferred from 

the block to the surface of the paper. The pressure may be applied 

to the block In one of two ways: either In a press where a wooden 

or metal plate k screwed down upon the block or through rubbirig 

the sheet of paper with a flat polished Instrument (burnisher] or 

leather dauber. When the impression has bean taken the paper 

shows Indentations which are pfainly visible on the back of the page. 

Color woodcuts may be made by using several woodblocks. 3n 

each woodblock only those parts are cut out In relief which are to 

print In a certain color. By Inking each woodblock with a different 

color and by taking an Impression on the sheet of paper from first 

One color bfockr then from another, the colored woodcut Is attained. 

WOOD-ENGRAVINGS • By the use of blocks of hard wood ■— 

boxwood — which Ts sawed across the gram {end-grain], much finer 

lines may be cut with the help of an instrument used by the en^ 

graver of m eta E-plates (the burin). This technique was extensively 

used jn the 19th century for book and magaifne illustrations. Photo- 

mechanic processes have replaced rt so compfetely thaf wood- 

engraving may today be considered an extinct art. 

The relief process is the oldest print process. The earliest dated 

woodcut known was printed in China, A.D. B&Sr though there are 

examples of printed pictures earlier than the above example In 

Eastern Turkestan [before A.D. BOO) and in Japan {between A.D. 
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764 and 770]. Th& crigTn of the process in Europe is not deer, J+ 

may be traced beck to textiEe printing, the earliest example dating 

from the XtV Century, The eerliest woodcuts on paper date back 

to about 1400. 

[L INTASLIO PROCESSES 

The principle of Intaglio prints is exactly the reverse of the rdiet 

process, in the relief process the printing line is higher than the 

non-printing surface; In Intaglio the printing line is deeper^ It is a 

grove or furrow in the non-printing surface. 

These furrows or lines may be achieved in two ways: either by 

burrowing or scratching them into the surface of a metal plate 

[engraving, dry-point) or by biting the tine into the plate with the 

help of some chemical such as an acid (etching]. 

ENGRAVING (line-engraving) * A metal plate is usedi the adgiss 

of which have been bevelled In order to prevent their cutting the 

paper when printing. Copper is most commonly used because it is 

soft^ Other metals employed are: steel, iron, line and brass. The 

surface of the plate must be planed evenly and polished- 

The engraver uses a sharp three-cornered s-teel instrument called 

the burin or graver. By pushing this Instrument along the plate 

which requires quite some effort—the line Is engraved on the 

metal. The burin removes a thin threadlike strip of the plate. By 

using more or less pressure the line becomes wider or narrower; by 

changing the angle of the burin to the surface of the plate the line 

may be made deeper or shallower. The edges of the line, as left 

by the burin, are sharp and rough. This roughness, called burr, 

can be cut away by a three-cornered steel knife called the scraper 

and the initial smoothness of the surface re-attalned with a dull, 

polished steel instrument, the burnisher. 
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KEWS STAWE> [Lirtfl Jaiji^Emilfl Ubourejr 
Offurl'vsy of Jaan ^-onany 

Engraving require^ considerable fechnical skill. The burin may 

easily slip and thereby cause considerabfe damage -fo the compO" 

sition. A preparatory sketch of the com position t^hich is to be 

engraved may be lightly scratched on the polished surface of the 

plate or drawn with a sfightly fat crayon or chalk. Corrections are 

difficult and tedious. The part which is to be altered must be ham¬ 

mered out from the back of the plate and the surface fhen pol¬ 

ished back to its original smoothness with the burnisherF This pro¬ 

cedure Will always bring about considerable damage to the parts 

imm ad lately adjoining the one which fs to be corrected^ 

Due to the fact that the hardness of the metal offers very con¬ 

siderable resistance to the progress of the burin the engraved line 

cannot evade a certain stiffness^ But the line is very clear^ crisp 
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and fo -fha pc}n\^ parflcdady when the burr hai been removed. 

Every line retains its strict individuality even when lines are put 

closely together. Nevertheless by the use of varied pressure on the 

burin a wealth of tone and subtility of line can be acquired which is 

hardly to be found in any other print medium. 

The intaglio plate is printed as follows: a thick printer's inkp eon- 

sTs+tng of lampblack and linseed oil is thoroughly "worked up" on 

a glass plafe with the help of a metal spatula. The Ink is taken up 

from the plate by a dauber or tampon made of a soff piece of 

cloth. The ink h then thoroughly worked into the engraved lines, 

the plate being kept heated on a small moderately warm stove so 

as to keep the Ink more liquid and thus to ensure Its completely 

filling In all of the engraved lines^ The surface of the plate is then 

wiped clean so that ink only remains in the lines themselves. More 

will be said about the inking of the plate in connection with etch¬ 

ing fsee below). 

The printing is done In a specially constructed press. Through 

the turning of a large wheel e flat table Is passed between two steel 

rollers. The plate^ charged with ink, is laid face upwards on this 

tabie^ covered with a sheet of moistened but not wet paper, then 

covered with a few more sheets of paper and finally with two or 

three layers of clean woolen blankets. The plate is then run through 

the rollers of the press under considerable pressure, leaving a plainly 

visible indentation in the paper [plate-mark}. This pressure, inci¬ 

dentally, Is the principle cause of wear of a plate, which Is slightly 

flattened out through each printing. It ultimately becomes worn to 

the extent of the finer lines being compietety obliterated. The 

earlier the impression therefore, the more it give$ a complete rec¬ 

ord of the artistes intentions and is therefore justly considered beffer 

and finer. 

In taking an impression it is important that the paper on which 



BO IS D E OH AVI LLE [ Ptir* h i ng) Andrt Diinoypr de 
C&urtflsy ftf fht W^yliff Gftllary 

Tmpress-fcn Ti to be imeda should be datmp ai imcl&tened paper 

only can absorb +he ink comple+ely as desired+ 

An Impression of a pla+e —■ or wood-bfock as a maffor of facf — 

h always in reverse as a reflecfion in a tnlrrori Any ]efferih9 on 

fhe plate, thareforo, wflich is to read oorrectty on the fmpresslon, 

must read from rlghft +o loft on fhe pla+e. 

ETCHING * In an e+ohing the Ifnas which are to be printed (in the 

same way as those of on engraving) are not dug Into the plate with 

the help of a burin but they ara etched Into the surface. The surface 

of the plate is covered with a coat of wav or varnish {etching ground] 

which cannot be atfackod by the bitfng fluids This coating U usually 

darkened by adding lampblack, or some other color- With the 

help of a needle fetching needle) or other pointed Instrument the 

drawing is scratched Into the etching ground without at+acling the 



surface fff the plate. The drawing thus appears light, the bright 

surface of the metal plata showing against the dark etching ground 

where the latter has been scratched away* 

The back and edges of tha plata are then cornpletely covarad 

with varnish, the only parts of the metai exposed being those where 

the drawing stands. The plate Ts now placad in the etching trough,, 

a flat glass or enamel dish, and the etching fluid poured over it* 

The etching fluid h either nitric acid or Iron chloride. The metal 

which Is exposed to the action of the etching fluid is dissolved: the 

line Is etched Into the plate. By flopping out certain lines with 

etching ground or varnish and than continuing to expose tha plate 

to the etching fluid, lines of lesser and greater depth may be 

obtained. The quality of the etched line may also be controlled 

through the temperature of the etching liquid. 

When the biting has been completed the etching ground il Wiped 

off with alcohol and the plata is ready for printing, in the same way 

as an engraving [see above). 

Due to the fact that tho etching ground offers no noticeable 

resistance to the needle fhe etched line has an ease which cannot 

be reached through line engraving. If flows freely over the surface 

of fhe ptafe, is iketchyi graceful, sfnong and stimulating. The 

etched line seems to have more individuality than the engraved 

one, where each line becomes Important only as a part of a group 

of parallel strokes. 

Much can be done in printing art etching to change— and rf the 

etching is good, mostly to ruin — its effects In order to soften the 

entire aspect of a plate it may be printed with surface tone, thatls^ 

in inking, instead of wiping the surface of the plats completaly 

clear a light and even tone may be left standing, thus softening the 

contrast between the printed line and the paper* Tha Ink rnay also 

be wiped over the edges of the line onto the surface of the plata 
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(Hviplng^ r^troussagej so fhat fhe line appears more or kss bbrredi 

thus obiarning additional softnesi. Done wi+h restraint the beauty 

of the plate may be Increased, Freguendy, however, the artist, or 

a printer^ may coimpletely change the aspect cf a composition 

which IS actually on the plate (such a$ adding shadowy and |ights)i 

0 practice which may be helpful only to cover up fauH-y portions 

of the plate Itself, 

DRY-PC I NT * Lines may also be scratched fnto a pJate with the 

help of a sharply pointed steel naedle+ Such plates are called dry- 

points+ The lines resulting through this process are shallow and deli- 

cate and end In a fine polrit. The needle produces a fine, the edges 

of which are rough. This roughness, called "burr" (see engraving) 

may be removed, but it Is usually left standing in dry-points. The 

burr retains a small quantity of Inic at the edge of the line thus giving 

it a vefve+y softness of tone. As the needle U drawn only compara¬ 

tively lightly ovor the surface of the ptate thera Is much less resis¬ 

tance than in engraving a plate. The dry-point line, therefore, shows 

much of the ease of the etched line, but it is much thinneri more 

elegant^ pointed. It seems witty and cSeveri quick and nervous. 

Dry points are printed in the same way as engravings and etch¬ 

ings. The lines being thin and delicate the plates wear quickly, 

and the burr particularly Is soon lost through the pressure of the 

printing press. 

The aarllesf known engravings date back to the beginning of fhs 

XVth Century. The earliest known dated engraving is a German 

print, dated 1446. The technique originated, in all probability, 

with European sllversmHhi who engraved ornaments on illver plates 

and then Inked them and took Impresiloni In order to keep a rec¬ 

ord of their compositions before they let their products out of their 

shops. The dry-point is almost as old as the engraving (It was used 
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OLD WO HAN WITH DD0 [Dry-point showing dearly tha burr) 

Cqur+*$y of tkfl Wayhe Oallery PEsfra Bonnard 

by fhe *Hlst Itnown as fhe Master of the Amst&rdam Cabinet who 

worked aboiit [4S0J bttf it only came into extensive use through 

Rembrandt {1606-16^9). 

The origin of etchi[i9 may be sought in the workshop ot the 

armorer who simplified the task of decorating his steel armor plates 

by etching ornaments into them Instead of engraving them with 

the burin* The earliest date, 1513, is on a plate by Urs Gref, a 

Swiss artist. The earliest etchings were* significantly enough, done 

on iron plates. 

IlL LITHOGRAPHY: A PLANOGRAPHIC PROCESS 

The fundaTnen+al difference between the planographic [lithe- 



graphic] pracesK on one side and ih^ relief and intaglio proce^sesi 

on +ho o+her side lies sn tha fact that, whereas in fho latter two 

prooesses, the printing Ts due to a mere physical struchjre of the 

surface, in the former the printing is due to a difference m the 

diamicaf sfructure of the surface. 

Ahfiough metal plates, chiefly iTnc, may be used, the material 

which is stilf most generally in use for art lithography is a fine and 

fairly soft stone composed of carbonate of lime. This stone Is 

mostly found near Solenhofen In Bavaria. It Is cut into slabs which 

are, according to the size of the stone, from two to four Inches in 

thlcIcnesSi The surface Is polished and a fine grain achieved through 

rubbing the surface with sand and wafer, then pumice and water. 

The artist draws upon the stone with a special crayon, or with a 

pen or brush, using an ink which is also specially prepared for this 

purpose. The principle ingredients of the crayon as well as the ink 

IS soap (or a similar fatllke substance which is soluble in water) as 

chemical ingredient, and lampblack as coloring, to show up the 

drawing on the stone» One can draw on the stone as freely as on 

a sheet of paper. Light spots may be placed in the midst of dark 

surfaces by scraping with a knife or scraper such as used m engrav¬ 

ing to remove the burr. 

When the drawing Is completed the stone is then subjected to a 

chemical treatment with a mixture of nitric acid and gum arebio In 

solution. The greasy lines are not influenced by this solution, the 

untouched surface of the stone, howeverK Is changed from a car¬ 

bonate of fime into a nifrate of lime. If is probable that the gum 

arable also enters into the chemical raaefion. The nitrate of lime 

has the property of repelling grease. The gum arable, which thor¬ 

oughly penetrates the surface of the stone readily retains water 

which Is of the greatest importance for the printing of the stone 

as will be seen later. It also prevents the grease of the crayon 
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or ink from spreading. ThtOLjgh the action of th& nifrio icid further- 

more^ the alkaline Kolubie soap is changed Into an Insoluble fst 

{sebacic add). The creyon or Ink js then washed from the stone 

with turpentine. The atone thereafter shows no more signs of a 

drawing^ the surface is white, and the only traces of the work may 

be detected by fooking across the surface of the stons, when the 

greasy parts ihow up slightly. 

To prepare the stone for printing the surface must first be thor¬ 

oughly moUtened with a wet sponge. Wherever the drawing stands 

the fat of the crayon or ink repels the weter^ only the untouched 

surface becoming moistened. The printer 4 ink is then spread on 

the surface ot the stone. Only the parts which did not take up 

moisture, Te,, where the drawing stands^ retain the ink and thus 

a printable surface is achieved. 

The stone is placed face upwards on the specially printed lithc- 

graphic press and a sheet of moistened paper laid over it. A piaci 

of cardboard Is put over the paper and the stone pulled through 

ihe press. The lithographic press does not have rollers as the etch¬ 

ing press but the stone pauei under a well greased leather pad or 

scraper. 

Color lithographs can be made from leverai stones just as color 

woodcuts are made from a series of woodbfocks. 

Instead of drawing on the stone one may draw on a special paper 

{transfer paper]. By placing this pa par on the stone and running 

+he stone through the press the drawing is transfered on to the 

stone {transfer lithograph). The stone is then treated as described 

above. This process simpli^es lltbography as the very heavy itone 

makes work somewhat con^plicated. On the other hand much of 

the fine quality of the black lines done directly on the stone is lost 

through the transfer process. 

The pure lithograph has qualifies entirely its own, although the 
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PORTRAIT Of the artist (Crayon lilhagrapk} Riv*r« 
Courkiy tfii WflyFi* Gallery 

impre^siDTiE may a\ firit fi^ve much of +he appearance ol a crayon 

or wash drawing. There is a softness and richness of fhe bSack 

tones which can bo achieved In no ether way and the whites are 

eKcepflcnaliy brilliant. The line is as subtle as that of any drawingr 

yat is richer and has greater tonal qLialitTefl* 

Lithography was Invented in I79B by Aloys Senelelder In Munich, 

Germany^ The invention was the outcome of his prolonged experi¬ 

ments to find an inexpensive method of printing musici copperplate 

engravtng being too expensive for the innpoverished Senefelder. 

Prints show effects which are all their own. Through the print¬ 

ing and the grease contained In the ink, the blacks have entirely 

different tonal qualities than any of the drawing materials. The 

restrictions imposed on the printmaker by the materials, further-^ 

merer *re of the greatest importance In producing these effects. 
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BRONZE SCULPTURE* 

By Riccardo BerteJIi 

Pceaidenfr Rflman BrouM W[>rl(i, Ipt, 

TH£ DISCOVERY oi copper alloys ts losl- in -[he prelilsi-enc ages. 

Their netne was Ghalco-S the Oreetc.^ and Aes with +lie Lfl'ilris+ 

Aes Briindusinum was. tha name of +he al!oy used in manufacturing 

famous Roman mlrrorSj and possibfy fhe origEn of the word "bronze" 

came from Bnndisl (BrundusTum), a city on the Adriatic coast of 

Italy where bronze was manufactured on a large scale. The origin 

of art bronzes or sculpture in brorifze had its birth In the most remote 

days of human hfstoryp but after the Invasion of the Roman Empire 

by the BarbartanSi there was a long period of obscurTty. It was in 

Italy during the Renaissance period that the regeneration of the 

bronzes of art took place, especially by the efforts of Benvenuto 

Cellini. 

Bronzes of art are cast by two different methods! (I] the sand 

process, [2] the cire perduOt or lost wax process. Judging from the 

eariy specimens of bronze castings, undoubtedly the cire perdue 

method, or something like It, was used long before sand casting. 

SAND PROCESS *■ The original model* of fhe scufpfure Is 

* R.aprrnft<sd by courtwy of "The Encyclopaadla BrltannECB.'* 
^ NOTE; Thii Qirl^irul model Is genera I ly by tho- scUlp^i* in -cEiy on an 

amneturg. then ca^t m ole&terr Jt Ee this plaEter replica which li turn^ over Eo the 
foundry to Uc ^cproOUCtd in brot^so by of th* rnettiodE etesrcibad in thla wticle, 
theuEh unelE pieces may &amerlmei he cerved directly out ni tK< lOEid TTirl»l- Clpy 
mod^E may also be 'tren&lpfed into frnistwd pieces of terra-cotta, pfi^ceJalin, 
pEastcfi #nd oShcr m^ttNirs, orf In voriflus metals suich aE iron, aluminum, 
^Ed And ellver. |. H. Br 
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moijldoci in an Iron flaik, with fh^ use of very fine Fr&nch sand (a 

com position of clay, silica and afinninajp The iron flasks ar& 

strongly built frames made in two halves of such a perfecf me¬ 

chanical construction as fo fit very closely with the aid of clamps 

and bolts. 

The molder gently hammers the damp sand against the plaster 

patterrir taking care of the undercuts of the model or deep recesses, 

by making as many as necessary small pieces of sand in such a 

way as fo be able to release them from the original model by taking 

them apart without injury either to them or to the irsodeE. 

After th# model is released, the packed sand mcdeh which bears 

the impression of the most minute details of the original model, is 

recomposed and a proper sand core is built inside of it. This core 

h so cut that rt leaves a space between itself and the piece moulds 

above described. 

After this operation the dampness of the sand mould must be 

carefully eliminated by enclosing it in an oven properly built^ When 

the mould is completely dried, the liquid bronze at about f,900 

degrees Fahrenheit is poured info the Iron flasks previously recom¬ 

posed and clamped together, and It will run through channels sklU 

fully cut In the sand^ going to fill the ernpty spaces nuantloned 

above. 

The sand is then removed, and after the bronze U cleaned with 

nitric acid, it will be finished and chiselled by skilful artisans. 

CIRE PERDUE, OR LOST WAX PROCESS • The first stage of 

this process, after receiving the model from the artUf, consists In 

preparing a negative made of plaster or gelatin. This merely a 

coating of the outside of tha model. In this negative, which shows 

all the details of the model In the reverse, a wax coating is applied 





In a molfon state with 4 brush unfcl ^ has acquired sufFicTan+ thiclc- 

rtess, dep&ncfmg on +he size of the figure* 

A+ this stage, we will have a perfect replica of the sculpture m 

wa)£, and sufficiently hard to permit handling. The artist can work 

on it as much as he pleases, obtaining rare results of details, which 

make$ this process of casting Tnvafuable. Gates and vents in the 

shape of wax rods are then properly attached to the wax figure. 

FinalEy^ the mould for the metal is formed by blowing or pouring 

Inside and around the wax a senfiiMlquId composition^ which hardens 

in a few minutes* This composition of silica^ plaster and other 

chemicals can resist high temperature, and, of course, all the wax 

inside of It will melt away, leaving a hoEIow space. This operation 

is accomplfshed In large ovens, by baking the rnculds over a slow 

fire. As soon as all the wax is surely melted away, ths mould is 

removed from the oven and packed In foundry earih in a pit prO' 

vided In the floor* The bronze is then poured from crucibles, and 

the molten metal will run through the gates [melted away] and fill 

the space left empty by the wax figure also melted away [lost wax]. 

The figure in bronze is then removed from the silica mould and 

dipped in acid for a proper cleaning. 

With thii process, the cast bronzes require very little finishing or 

chiselling, and the results are far above the sand process^ 

The sc^alled "patina"' of the finished bronzes Is an art In Itself, 

and the different effects of color are obtained by a large use of 

different chemicals. 

Bronze Is an alloy of from 85 to 90 percent of copper, and from 

10 to 15 percent of fin, line and other non-ferrous metals. The 

alloy called United States Standard Bronie is composed of 90 per¬ 

cent copper, 7 percent tin and 3 percent zinc. This formula Is not 

by any means officially approved by the United States Government, 

and this name was given by some bronze foundry men only a few 
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NUZZirNS COLT [i^pliihed bronw] Hn\ni 

years ago for tboir own advan+ago, and strange +o sayi li became 

an official word. Almo^l every ^pecifFcatiori generally written foj' 

contracts of «rf bromes mentions the United States Standard 

Bronze as stfpulatedn 

There are hundreds of other formulas of bronze, many of which 

contain other metals, such as lead, iiker, aluminum, etc., which 

should not be left apart from the specifloations of art bronzon 

Some formulas of famous art bronzes will show the relative conn- 

positions: 

Some Greek bronzes have: copper 62 percent, tin 32 percent, 

fead h percent- 

others have: copper 72 percent, tin 24 percent, lead 4.6 per¬ 

cent, zinc 2 percent 

The famous column Vendome in Paris has: copper 89 percent, tin 

ID percent (with traces of lead, tin and silver]. 
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The sfa+ue &f Louts XIV in Paris has; copper 91 parcan-f, tin 1 

percent, zinc 6 percent, lead I psrcent. 

Statue of Wo I lerSi also in Paris has: copper 90 percent, tin i 

percent, xint2+5 percent, lead L5 percent. 

TKe itatue ot Frederick the Great In Berlin has: copper 90 per¬ 

cent, xmc to percent. 

There should not be any cause of alarun in [ud-ging the bronxes 

of art from the point of view of durability, as there are millions of 

specimens all over the world m an admirable condition of preser¬ 

vation composed of every conceivable proportion of alloy^ 

Not long ago some bronraj were discovered belonging to an age 

precedent to ihe Incas, with an alloy of 94 percent copper and 6 

percent tin. 
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STONE SCULPTURE 

By John L H, Baur 
Suparvri&r tsf Edut^Hgn, BreoHyn Mutsum 

THERE ARE many ways of producing sculpture in ^fonSr rangfug 

from ^tie simple tneihocf of carving directly tn tlie material by hand 

with the aid of a few well chosen toolSr to +he elaborate indirect 

method of nnodelliog the itatue in cfay, casting if in plaster, and 

then reproducing this pfasfer version in stone by the mechanical 

aid of the pointing machine and the semi-mechanicai help of hired 

carvers. As nnighff be expected, the simple^ direct niethod was the 

first one practiced, and since Its use by prehistoric man, it has 

appeared from time to time in most of the art cycles of the ancient 

and modern world. If was the method of the Egyptians, the 

Assyrians and Babylonians, the Archaic greets. It was practiced 

by the scufptors cf the Romanesque period in Europe and by cer¬ 

tain individuals, such as Michelangofo, m the Renaissance. The 

interesting point, however, is that ft has baen revived in modern 

times, that if i* now annployed by many, Ef not most of the best 

contemporary sculptors, and that it bids fair to become fhe domi¬ 

nant technique of tomorrow. Thus there Is a certain justification, 

aside from limitations of space, or arbitrary choice, for the fact that 

the present article deals almost entirely with this method. 

The new popularity of direct carving is, of course, an outcome 

of the larger modern trend towards “funcfional" design, mentionsd 

in the Foreword, since It is only by working directly in his chosen 
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trt the fact that if is a process of fating away; the artEst v'lSualiues a 

certain form wcfhin th& rough block before him, than chips off +he 

outer layers slowfy and wffh infinite care ijtiti! he has revealed the 

outlines and surfaces of this visionary form. In the process^ his 

original concept may, of course^ be considarahly altered. He may 

discover new possibiJifies in the shape of Jiis rough blocks or dis^ 

tincffve ttiarkings and veins below its surfacOk which will lead him 

to adapt his design more thoroughly !□ his material. The very slow- 

ness, too, of his fechniquor the patience and deliberation necessary 

in carving stone, may have the Mime result, since It permits mature 

deliberation and a thorough development of all the possibilities 

inherent In the fir^t Idea, It ailows, In a word, the Imagination to 

keep pace with the hand. 

The outcome of this method, when used by an artist with ability^ 

IS to produce sculpture which not only is carefully thought out in 

design, but which also gives the spectator the feeling that it is really 

carved, hewn from the living stone, and that the individual block 

with its characteristic shape and markings has been respected and 

made an Integral part of the finished piece. These latter qualities, 

particularly, are impossible to achieve by the Indirect method. 

When a man makes a full-size plaster model to be translated Into 

marble, say, via the pointing machine and the professional carver, 

he is exactly reversing the method described above. As his cre¬ 

ative activity is chiefly in day he is buiEding up rather than hewing 

away, working from the inside cut, rather than from the outside in^ 

Moreover, since his design is already fixed in the plaster model, he 

has nc way of utllEzing the Inherent qualifies of his block of sto-ne, 

no satisfactory means of altering his composition as he works to 

bring out the distinctive characteristics of his medium. 

Jt is, of course, unfair to compare fhese two methods from one 

point of view. Mechanical processes are capable of producing 
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HEAD [Bvligl-ftn UnfiniEhad] De Creoft 
TKe msrka of t^a p^in-h «pi^ til# pkic «« clearly viiil^le. 

rOFTifiri+k and pictorial eff&cfs in stone which are tofally beyond 

the practical fcopo of direct carving, and which, in such periods as 

the Baroque, fully justify thomsalveSH The point here is that, given 
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the modern tendency to make material, h thii case stone, an eKpres- 

sive part of the finished work of art, there is only one method, that 

of direct carving, which is truly adequato+ 

The actual technique involved is deceptively simple when one 

comes to describe Jt. My personal knowledge of the subject was 

purely academic until, in the course of arranging the Exhibition of 

Contemporary Materials and Techniques,* I met the Spanish sculp¬ 

tor, Jose De Creoft, who^e work formed the nucleus of the stone 

sculpture division there, just as it hat provided the illustrative mate¬ 

rial for this ar+icio. De Croeft, is not only an outstanding exponent 

of the new method, but ha is also interesting as one of the first to¬ 

ad opt it In the years just preceding the World War, and it Is upon 

his discussion of the subject, coupled with demonstrations in his 

studio, that afl of the foliowing and much of the preceding is based. 

Since the Interest of fhe sculptor who practices direct carving is 

centered first of all In his material, he often shows a predilection 

for a rough block of irregular shape as his starting poinh He nnay 

then let this stand untouched in his studio for one, two months, or 

more, gradually evolving in his mind a composition which adapted 

to the form of this particular piece. It is only when he is reason¬ 

ably sure of his intentions and has worked them out clearly in his 

mind, that he actually starts to carve, ilnce once the cutting is 

under way it Is difficult, if not impo^ible, to make any major 

changes. Of course, these opening steps may be just reversed, the 

sculptor formulating his idea first and then searching out a block 

which seems particularly suited to receive it. When a piece of 

architecturel carving, or a portrait head Is required, this is naturally 

the more usual procedure. 

The first step in the actual cutting Is to block out roughly the 

general composition in its simplest volumes, leaving the details to 
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THE SCULPTOR'S TOOLS 

Top; hommer, buih hoininer$ anti pi±k. Cantor; polithlnq (tonai with tooth 

befaw. Loft; pointo. Right: cbltoli. 
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be d □fie later# Th?t roughing ouf is usually done with a pick or 4 

point, Tha fornner fool ra^mbles In miniature, tbe common ditch- 

digger^s plot, though i+s tampered steel head is sharper at each 

end- The latter looks sonnewhat like a large nail, four or five inches 

in length, about a halt inch in diameter, and with one bluntly 

pointed end# The pick, with its short handle, can be used to chip 

away the stone without the aid of any other tool, but where the 

point is employed,, it is held In one hand with its sharpened end 

against the block while with the other it Is struck with a hammer. 

Another instrument often used In working out the first general 

voiumes is the bush hammer. This consists, as its name suggests, 

of a hammer-likc toot with a short wooden handle and a steel head 

generally about an Inch square at the end# This end, that U, the 

striking face* is not flati but covered with teeth arranged In parallel 

rowSr which makes the msfrument a comparatively rapid and effec¬ 

tive one for wearing down the surface of the stone# The number 

of the teeth vary greatly^ running from iix up to as many as four 

hundred, and iince they become smaller and more closely let as 

their number Increases, tt follow^ that tbe bush hammer, in its dif¬ 

ferent gradeSk may be used at almost all stages of the carving and 

IS capable of doing both exfremoly fine and very coarse work. If 

IS particularly useful with granife and other rocks of similar hard¬ 

ness, but on tha other hand It cannot be used ejcteniivefy on more 

delicate materials such as the calcareous marbles end limestones# 

With these^ it? place is often taken by tbe tooth chisel, an Instru¬ 

ment which resembles the ordinary chisef in all respects except that 

its wfldgo-shaped cutting edge has been serrated to form a single 

row of flat teeth. 

By such means as the above, varied according to his individual 

preferences and the special requirement? of material and design 1 

the scufptor works out the general form end surfaces of his piece. 
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FIGURE IM ONYX (unflnlikod] Jos* De Cres^t 
Or back may spsn porfion^ at Hit c^rigSr&t black The grspvti on tlia 
ctde ware done with the polnh 

The lijiflf cutting itage is. done wj+h a light hammar and flaf chlseJs 

of different itzeSi wtfh which the deteils are carved ou+ and the 

fimihmg touchei applied. 1+ li +h0 chisel that cuts the thin lln^^ 
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SHtEP'5 HEAD" (C^ftnacticuf Granite. JufTfiith^d] D* Cre&ft 
All except- the chiseled eye Kes beari 'doea w1i]i bush haminorE. The dark 
portions Hit suHace at the ariiginal iten4, sho^m^ h^w has 

been adapted fo tite shape vf th4 blot^b 

of ^Ks eyelids, that defines the Intricate itructure of ears and mouth, 

that creates the hollows between fingers, and so on. When the 

chisel i$ laid down, the carving [s generally entirely finishad* 

The \a^ step consists in polishing certain parts, or all of the com¬ 

pleted piece^ If it Is of granitei or one of the harder rochs, this Is 

dene first by rubbing it with polishing stones of oarbomndumk which 

is itself ejctremely hard as welt as fine texturedf When as smooth 

a surface as possible has been obtained in this way, a final shine 

can be applied by rubbing If still further with imall pieces of felt 

dipped in ornery powder and lastly In putty powder. Thus the 

abraEivat are systematically graduated from the relatively coarse 

carborundum to the extremely fine putty powder^ which feels to 
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th& hand dmo$t as soft as falcum. With ihe mor& delicato mate¬ 

rials, such as marble, the process Ii essentially the same, except 

thaf sandstone in varrous grades and pumice stone usually replace 

the carborundum, while oxalic acid in crystal form often takes the 

pface of the emery. Putty powder is again used in the final step. 

But as a rule^ the modern scutpfor, who practices the direct 

method of carving, does not polish^ nor even smooth off his entire 

piece. He often prefers to give it a variety of tex+ures, leaving 

parts as rough as they came from the pick or the point, giving 

others the slightly granular surface of the bush hammer, and only 

bringing certain of his forms to a high polish* He does this far aiiy^ 

or ail of three reasons. In the first place, It provides a certain 

decoration for his design with interasting contrasts which appeal to 

both the eye and the tactile senses* Secondly, he can use these 

different textures to Suggest naturalistic effecfs, as In a portrait 

head where the face is often polUhed and the hair left rough* 

Lastly, and perhaps most Important, this treatment emphasizes 

more than anything eke the nature of the material with which he 

IS dealing and forces the spectator to feef the finished work not as 

a transcript of plaster, nor oven of nature, but as a place of ston* 

sculpture which is really stony. 
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ARCHJTECTURE 

By William Lesca^e 

A. k A. 

ARCHITECTURE without +&chniqijft Is unforgivable- A violtn wlo 

without technique ii bad enoughr but at lea^t it'^ no more than an 

unpleasant memory after the concerto has been played. Not so 

with architecture. The bad building h there for years and years. 

Technique Is infinite patience, learning and also loive* Unless 

you have it In you—that patience to care for an Infinite number 

of details, to conceive of them before yoiiJ tJraw them up, to think 

about each line which you draw and give it moaning^ and make it 

make sense— unless you have It in you — not only that love ot the 

building and Its entire masses but that love of every detail, end 

withfc all the time» the image of the whole in your mind, the ability 

to control each and every detail, so that it comes out In the right 

scale, adding its little bit to the whole the spirit of the whole 

felt within each detail — unless you have it in you, you might as 

well give up architecture. There is enough bad architecture as it is. 

Architecture without technique is worse. 

But If you decide not to practise architecture, having gone as tar 

as you have, do not turn your back on it. On the contrary, become 

an intelligent audience- Architects do need enlightened crtticlsms^ 

Architecture can advance only as far as the public Is willing to 

advance. This Is another itory. 
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HOUSE FOR WILKAM LESCA2E (N*« Yorfe) 

Wrlli*m Arehl+act 
IVrght vifrw front fflcade. 
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The dictioriAry says thai- "technique"' is the manner of artis+k 

expression or performance in relation to tha formal or praotka! 

detaifs fas dhtin^uished from general efTecti expression, sentiment, 

and so forth). It fs also the formal and mechankal part of an art. 

What are the formal or practical details which must be attended 

to? Basically, they are of at least three diffarent, major kindsj 

(IJ the requirements (a dwelling, a museum, etc., also the siie and 

type of site)t (2) the materials and the mechanical equipment [brkk 

or marble^ steel or concrete, elevatorsr air conditioning, etc.); (3] the 

drawings and specifications (documents from which a building fs 

builtjh There are other details- These three are the main ones* 

Therefore, three kinds of technique are needed. 

I. When the city of Marinug asks an architect to come and look 

over its slums and tells him that they want really good low cost 

housing 1^ when the Amadea Steel Company asks an architect to 

look over their plant and tells him what new building they have in 

mind; when the University of Tam^ille asks an architect to come 

and tells him about the new building they need; when Mrs, Garnett 

describes to an architect the land which she has just bought and 

on what spot she would like to build a house —all of them expect 

the architect to let his pencil play on a piece of paper and after a 

few minutes say: ^^Here, look^ this is what you should have/^ 

But the architect has (earned that if he were to let his pencil play 

at this early stage, he wouldn't be doing anything else biit a "fancy"' 

building of the picture book variety. What he must do. If he wants 

to create a "real" building, is to obtain first infinitety more than 

Just that kind of vague information. Whan he has obtained It^ he 

mmsf organize If In his own mind and do a lot of thinking about It 

before he begins to draw a single line. What he uses as a guide in 

the stage of organization of information Is technique of require¬ 

ments, That kind of technique be acquires through exercise, 



C-OTTA^sE" FOR S-UJviK4ER. CAMP, DdflwarSj Pa.., WEli]EA.m L^ec-azq, Ajchit^cS" 

through thinkingp through living and experiencing life, through 

developing hU knowledge of human occupation&. With the help 

of that technique^ he studies the activities (work or play] which are 

to be sheltej-ed+ They may be those of a dweilingp a factory, a shop, 

fl courthouse, or a railroad station. They always begin and end with 

human beings, with human beings sitting or standing thereT going 

from one room to another, from one floor to another, siie of spaces, 

arrangement of spaces, circulation from street to these spaces and 

back to the street* 

All these factors and many more mijsf be somehow apprehended 

by the architect, and apprehended not onfy from just their physical 

aspect but also from their psychological effect* When the purposes 
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of a buildijig are cfearly conceived, fhen comes the question of Iti 

fitness +o the community in wfiich It is to be planted. Again with 

the help of that technique of requirementSi the architect obfaini e 

sense of the community, its growth, its needs, its type and this sense 

acts as an indication of what particular activity maght be further 

emphasized, which one subordinated. If the building is to be real 

and alive, it must be integrated Into the existing background of the 

community. When this h achieved — or rather, at the same time 

that this IS achieved (these processes are all simultaneous}, the tech¬ 

nique of requirements enables the architect further to understand 

the slta^ to fit the building to the site by relating the building to the 

trees and hlHii the vlstas, the sun, the winds, the roads of approach. 

If, As one writes wl+h words, only one thing at a time can be 
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£d[d, and ^ffer ar^o+her one. There h no such division in 

architecture. The technique which we have listed as nurnber l], fhe 

technique of materials and equipment, has not remained at a s+and- 

itltl whife the technique of requiremenfs was busily accumulating 

information. Obviously, throughout the first process, as a result 

of locality or of budget, came some indicaticns of the tind of mate¬ 

rials, the kind of equipment which are best suited. Just much a$ 

the requirements influence the design, so do materials and equip¬ 

ment Influence Tf* All architectural forms are bound up with cer¬ 

tain materiafs, the properties and the [imitation of these materials. 

The architect must know the properties and the Ijmhations of the 

materials he uses. These he can learn and verify through fabcratory 

testsi technical books and experience. If architects had always 

used materials priitelligenfly —that is, had selected them because of 

thoir particular, definite properties, had taken advantage of these 

properties instead of expecting the materials to perform a service 

for which they were never intended — we would all have better 

places to live in and better places to look ah 

In Gothic times the material on hand was mostly stone. The arch 

permitted greater spans than the post and lintel construction known 

to the Egyptians and the Graeb^ But only small sheets of glass 

were avalfable fherin They were leaded together to form large 

windows. To what extent this technique of materials affected archi¬ 

tectural forms is obvious to everyone. The same is true of equip¬ 

ment. Our colonial houses needed heat which was as economical 

and efficient as possible. It was natural to put the fireplace in ths 

center where it would do the most good. 

Sometimes — as Is the case today—labor costs and natural 

resources influence this technique of materials. Europe has more 
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corci-afe buiJdlngi than Amerlcai Europe hai less steal and cheaper 

labor-* 

Tfie jT5odsrfi airchffo^ hnus^^ cotifinucijsly dev-elop his 'f6chtiT-C[u€- 

of ma-tenafr* He must have a knowledge of them: which is physical, 

artd also a feeling of and for them, which is psychological. Science 

brings him more new materials tfian ever before. Some of thalr 

properties are known, some unknown as yet. and the architect must 

test and verify them. And if he decides fo use them, he musf learn 

hew if is best to use them, discovering In advance how they wllf 

behave In the building. Aluminum had the advantage of its light 

weight but didn't weather well until the '"lumilite" process was 

recently perfected. Glass bricks with a partial vacuum let the light 

through and still protect from excessive heat or cold. Eakellte, 

Formica, Catalin, Flexboard have certain advantages, as facing 

materials. Rockwool, Spun-glass, Celofex, Thermax provide noise 

absorption and heat er cold insulation. 

III. And now comes the third technique —^the technique of pro¬ 

duction of the drawings and specifications. The clearer, the more 

precise and detailed the documenti are from which the building is 

built, the finer the quality of workmanship of the building itself will 

be. And the more likely is the final cost of construction not to 

exceed the estimated cost. This is of great importance. An owner 

has a right to know exactly what the cost will be. Unfortunately, 

the Only sure way to find out is to make a complete set of drawings 

and specifications and to obtain a reliable builder's bid. And this 

takes more time and money than is, In merf cases, available. 

There Is no need to describe at length the technique of produc¬ 

tion of drawings. It is well mastered by a great number of Amerl- 

^Ocr*tibn puhliiherf in 1926 t ,h(,rt assay on ARCH I- 
rbLTURt L^U l-lumTDrd. In wtiicti he outlines tKe Felatlonshlp between mate- 

StlmulatSns raadrng and clear thirskins v/hich 
r^Qt anry afudenti of archJTcGJxiroH but all lay pcrsarbs ahoyld ■Bn.joyj 
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cart architects. Drafting has reached a much higher standard here 

than p&rhaps anywhere else in the wedd. There U danger, of 

course, that drafting may be done at times lor the sate of drafting. 

It's a mean^ to an end and not an end in itself^ Drafting Is only one 

of the several techniques of architecture. 

Some people hava come to the conclusion that the many new 

materials recently developed had brought about what we cell mod¬ 

ern architecture* Yes and no. Most new materials certainly lend 

themselves to new types of consh-uetion. But so far. in most cases, 

they have been, unfortunately, used In the same old fashioned man¬ 

ner as former materials were usadr or fhey hav# been camouflaged 

to look like old materlalSh I am reminded of the steel manufac¬ 

turers who wanted us to design steel houses to look like half tim¬ 

bered cottagesl 

It seems to me that the strongest force which propels modem 

architecture is the growing realization by an Incrsasmg number of 

people, that good architecture, classic or modernf is essentially of 

its tiinai growing out of the life of its time, fully aware of the 

requirements of that time’—making use of the materiafs available 

at that tims — of the methods of construction known at that time 

— erecting forms with those materials according to these methods 

—^ forms beautifully appropriate to the requirements of that time* 

The better our architects master their techniques^ the tech¬ 

nique of requirements', the technique of materials, the technique 

of production of drawings^—^the sooner they will be able to do 

what it ts their business to do-; namely, to readjust forms to the life 

of today, to the needs of human beings living today. The basic 

IDEA cf modern architecture is precisely this much-needed readjus^- 

nnent to the life of todayi 
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